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Abstract. The OMG’s Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) approach
was published more than 10 years ago. There were many attempts to
use this approach using different tools, which nevertheless has not lead
to the widespread use of the MDA. The authors believe that among the
reasons for this is the lack of an integrated tool chain that fully supports
this approach, the high amount of specialized knowledge about speci-
fications, as well as the lack of educational support for practitioners.
However, the development of so-called meta tools has progressed consid-
erably since the proposal of MDA, allowing to reduce the development
effort significantly. It also allows to teach the MDA approach and neces-
sary specifications using an available tool chain with the Eclipse Sirius
project. This paper presents an experience report teaching the MDA
approach to computer science students. The structure of the newly im-
plemented course, the used tool chain and the students performances as
well as the results of the first course evaluation are presented.
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1 Introduction

Programming software systems has become easier, simpler and more effective
over the last few decades. Writing simple sequences of instruction bits has long
been replaced by more efficient assembler programs, which have a higher level of
abstraction. This development continued with the development of higher-level
programming languages and later object-oriented languages. Every time, when
the abstraction level increased, the development of complex software became
more efficient. As a result, highly complex software solutions are possible to-
day with an acceptable effort. Another issue is expandability and reusability of
software solutions, which calls for just another increase of the abstraction level.
Model-based design of software systems is such a step that raises the abstrac-
tion level once more. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [1] is the de-facto
standard to describe structure and behavior of complex software systems today.
These models are usually used in the design phase of software development pro-
cesses or for documentation reasons. Sometimes, models are used to generate
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the skeleton of a software system; or, in the case of code refactoring, models are
generated based on existing code. Nevertheless, additional source code has to be
written manually.

The Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is seen as another step in this pro-
gress. This formal but still incomplete definition is a software design approach for
the development of complex software system, which was defined by the Object
Management Group (OMG) in 2001 and updated by the “MDA Guide Revision
2.0” in 2014 [2]. It proposes to start software development with a Platform-
Independent Model (PIM ) of an application’s business functionality and behav-
ior, constructed using a modeling language based on OMG ’s MetaObject Facility
(MOF ) [3]. This PIM is converted to a Platform-Specific Model (PSM ) using
Model to Model (M2M ) transformations and then to a working implementation
using Model-to-Text transformations. This generative software development ap-
proach is expected to enhance development efficiency and to reduce software bugs
and development cost [4–6]. It is supported by several specifications such as UML
extended by profiles including the UML Profile for CORBA, the UML Profile
for Quality of Service and Fault Tolerance (QFTP) and others. Further major
specifications in this area include XML Metadata Interchange (XMI ), Query-
View-Transformation (QVT ), MOF to Text (MOF2T ), and Diagram Definition
(DD). In order to obtain executable models of software systems, the “Precise
Semantics Of UML Composite Structures“ (PSCS ) and the “Semantics Of A
Foundational Subset For Executable UML Models” (FUML) are defined as the
first step in this direction [7].

A supporting tool is necessary to apply these specifications for a software sys-
tem [8]. Several MDA development tools have thus been developed [9–14]. These
so-called meta CASE tools support the specifications in individual ways, with
different complex workflows and tool chains. For instance, the Eclipse Modeling
Project [8] supports model-based development technologies providing a unified
set of modeling frameworks, tooling, and standards implementations. The dif-
ferent steps of the MDA approach are supported by diverse Eclipse projects and
plugins [14, 8, 15]. The model transformation as one part of the MDA approach
could be performed using 5 different tools. Hence, a comprehensive tool chain
for the MDA approach is necessary.

The Eclipse Modeling Project has emergent as a standard in the field of
software modeling: it provides a set of generative components and run-time in-
frastructures for developing graphical editors based on the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF ) and the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF ) [8, 12]. It sim-
plifies the processes of defining metamodels and creating models using generated
modeling software. The Eclipse Modeling Project includes the Graphical Mod-
eling Framework GMF. It allows, among others, model components and editors
to be automatically generated from a meta model. Moreover it provides models
to describe graphical elements and to describe tools for their manipulation. The
following Figure 2 gives an overview of some elements of the Eclipse GMF -based
MDA approach.
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Fig. 1: The Eclipse GMF -based MDA approach [16]

In-depth knowledge of different OMG specifications and tools and tool chains
is necessary to use the MDA approach in the generation of a graphical editor
based on a self-defined metamodel using different meta case tools. A significant
amount of time is necessary to familiarize oneself with the MDA approach. This
may be one reason for the recently diminishing interest in using the MDA ap-
proach. On the other hand, there are still several endeavors to use the MDA in
the development of complex software systems. To apply the MDA approach in
real software systems in the future, the development effort has to be decreased
considerably by improving the tool support. On the other side, educational in-
stitutions should teach the MDA approach, the necessary specifications, and the
practical applications using current tools.

There are several approaches to considerably reduce the development effort
using the MDA approach [17, 5, 18, 19]. The evaluation of different meta case
tools based on the task to generate a simple BPMN editor has been presented
in [17]. The required time to generate the editor is reduced from 25 days using
Eclipse EMF to five days using Obeo Designer, and to 0,5 days using MetaEdit+.
This short time allows the inclusion of a practical applications of the MDA in
small educational projects for students. Knowledge of MDA specification prin-
ciples and workflows is however also required and must be an additional subject
of a corresponding lecture.

This paper presents an experience report of teaching the MDA approach as
a part of an object-oriented modeling class. The structure of the lecture, the
seminar, and the tool chain used are based on the recent Eclipse Sirius project
and will be presented step by step in the subsequent sections. In Section 5,
student performance and the results of the class evaluation are presented before
the paper is summarized in Section 6.
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2 Course Design

The semester course should qualify students to model structure and behavior of
systems using standard modeling techniques and notations like UML. Knowledge
of the MDA approach should also be integrated into this lecture. The lecture is
scheduled as a Master-level lecture for students of computer science and related
curricula. Knowledge of object-oriented programming techniques and at least one
object-oriented programming language are required as well as basic knowledge
of UML class diagrams.

The course is composed of a lecture (1.5 hours per week), where the theoreti-
cal knowledge is conveyed; a seminar, where the practical methods and tools are
presented by a lecturer (1.5 hours every two weeks); and a homework session,
where the students have to solve practical tasks in small groups.

2.1 Structure of the Lecture

The necessary fundamentals of MDA are taught during the first part of an exist-
ing lecture on Object-Oriented Modeling. It spans two lectures, each 1.5 hours
in length. The introduction contains a short historical survey as motivation; the
general content of the MDA and some additional fundamentals. The second lec-
ture presents the MOF metamodel layer structure using the layered metamodel
architecture of the UML. To clarify the membership of an element to an ap-
propriate metamodel level, the different metamodel levels are associated with a
specific color, which is retained both in the lecture and the seminar.

Class

Classifier

Association

Relationship

Property

Class GeneralizationAssociation

-m_title
-m_author

Book

-m_label

PictureLiteratureDatabase

m_title,=,Magritte
m_author,=,David,Sylvester

Magritte.:.Book

m_label,=,The,Treachery,of,Images,<La,trahison,des,imagesO,,1929

Ceci.n'est.pas.une.pipe..:.Picture

m_figures

0..>

m_objects

0..>

<<instanceOf>><<instanceOf>>

<<instanceOf>> <<instanceOf>>

<<instanceOf>> <<instanceOf>><<instanceOf>>

M0p– Runtimeplayer:
Reality?
RuntimepInstances

M2p– Metamodel
AbstractpSyntaxp
UMLpMetamodel
OMGpSpecification

M1p– Userpmodel
Modelplayer
UMLp- Modelpofpreality

E.g.:pbookpmanagementpmodel

M3p– Meta-Metamodelp
3MetapObjectpFacilitypMOF(

E.g.:pModelpofpmodelpeditor

Fig. 2: Example slide of the lecture, presenting the MOF metamodel layer struc-
ture using the layered metamodel architecture of the UML.
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The general approach of transformation from PIM over PSM to the code
is repeated thereafter. The involved models are covered and the relationship
to the different MOF metamodel levels is shown (model / metamodel / meta-
metamodel). A practical example using the selected tool chain (see Section 3)
is presented using a simple domain-specific language (DSL), and the generated
editor for model families is used as an example. This step-by-step example in
relation to the theory of MDA approach helped to clarify the theory of the MDA
approach for the students.

The Ecore meta-metamodel with the major elements and relations is intro-
duced next, in order to lay the foundations for the practical usage of it in the
seminar (see Section 2.2).

The UML metamodel is presented first in the remaining part of the lecture,
followed by the presentation of all UML models necessary to describe structure
and behavior of a system, which is inspired by standard literature (e.g. [20]).

2.2 Structure of the Seminar

The seminar of this course starts with the newly designed MDA section. It is
split into three parts and follows the general workflow of the MDA and the
selected tool chain (see Section 3). It consists of the creation of a metamodel
of a DSL, the definition of visualization properties of used model elements, and
the definition of the behavior of modeling tools. This totals three seminars, each
1.5 hours in length. Further steps of the MDA approach such as model-to-text
transformations are not covered.

The seminar task is kept very open to promote high creativity and interest of
the students: The participants may define their own selected DSL. An editor to
build models based on this metamodel should then be generated by the students.
This seminar project has to be realized in a small group of two students.

Workflow and tool chain are presented by a lecturer during the scheduled
seminars. The students start with the different steps of the tool chain and have
the opportunity to ask questions and get help with arising issues. The students
finally have to finalize the seminar project as a home work. A documentation of
the results has to be written and submitted as well,both parts form the basis for
grading the seminar.

3 Tool Chain

As described in Section 1, there are several tool chains available that have been
evaluated in [17]. They have key properties with different advantages and disad-
vantages. The time required to create an editor for a DSL is one of the major
aspects of the seminar — MetaEdit+ shows the best result in [17]. On the other
hand, MetaEdit+ is based on a proprietary meta modeling language GOPPRR
and uses a special notation syntax to define the metamodel, and is thus not
widely used.
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The relatively new Eclipse project Sirius [15, 13] and its closed-source coun-
terpart Obeo Designer [21] are based on the common EMF and GMF. The
Ecore metamodel is thus used to specify the metamodel of a DSL. Moreover,
there are class diagram editors for Ecoremetamodels available. In contrast to
other Eclipse-based MDA tool chains, Sirius interprets the model of the graphi-
cal editor. Hence, the generation step of GMF is not necessary, and it is possible
to view the resulting editor directly while modeling it. This accelerates the devel-
opment cycles of a modeling tool significantly [21] and allows a hands-on success
experience for the students. Due to these reasons and the wide usage of Eclipse
IDE we decided to use the Eclipse Sirius project for our seminar.

The basis of the tool chain is the latest Eclipse IDE for Java Developers
with additional Eclipse Modeling Tools. The components of Sirius project have
been installed for the seminar. The EMF includes the Ecore metamodel that is
used to define the metamodel of the DSL. To enable the graphical creation of
the DSLwe also use the “EcoreTools - Ecore Diagram Editor. The Sirius project
does not force the use of a specific language to write queries or expressions. We
chose the common Acceleo Query Language (AQL) and the Object Constraint
Language (OCL) for these tasks.

Subversion is used as a simple version control system, where each student
group gets its own project repository to allow group collaboration. The online
learning management system Moodle [22] is an additional environment for the
class, where students receive the latest information about the course and can
select a seminar group.

Standard PCs with write-protected virtual machines, a Windows operating
system and the installed tools of the presented tool chain are used in the seminar.
The students may get the complete Eclipse environment with all the installed
tools for their own environment alternatively.

Based on our experiences with the first class it is not recommended to deal
with more than six or seven student groups in one seminar appointment, because
there are still a lot of pitfalls and sources of errors with the chosen tool chain. It
is necessary to provide the possibility to answer questions immediately during a
supervised group work in the seminar.

4 Seminar Workflow

Inspired by common existing MDA workflows [8, 17, 15], the seminar workflow
includes three steps: creating a metamodel, defining the graphical representation
and defining the editor functionality.

The practical example that was presented in the lecture is shown here again
step by step. Another simple example of a university management DSL is used
in addition to that to demonstrate the MDA workflow using Eclipse and Sir-
iusstep by step. It starts with the creation of a new Eclipse project and the
additional steps to build a modeling project. The easier steps to create a new
“Ecore Modeling Project” are demonstrated afterwards.
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4.1 Metamodel Creation

Creating the DSL using Ecore as a metamodeling language is the first step of the
workflow. A quite simple example of a university management DSL is presented
(see Figure 3). It includes four classes and one enumeration only. The classes
have simple properties such as name or course type. Moreover, the required
composition relationship and one additional reference are used to allow different
graphical relations of model elements in the final example editor.

UniversityModel University

name0:0EString

Course

name0:0EString
typ : CourseType = LECTURE

Person

name0:0EString

CourseType

LECTURE
SEMINAR

[0..*]0universities [0..*]0courses

[0..*]0person

[0..*]0members

Fig. 3: Presented example of a university management DSL.

After this presentation the students have to create their own simple DSL. The
model validation, the creation of the generator model and the generation of the
Eclipse editor components using EMF is demonstrated by a lecturer afterwards.
As a result, it is possible to run an Eclipse IDE that supports the creation of
a model based on the formerly defined DSL using a standard tree editor (see
Figure 4). At the end of the first seminar appointment the students are thus
already able to run their first simple tree editor of a self-defined DSL, and can
improve their DSL until the next seminar individually. This turned out to be a
motivational experience for the participants without prior knowledge in model-
based software generation.

4.2 Definition of the Graphical Representation

The validation of the DSLs defined by the students is the first task in the next
seminar. The necessary steps to define a graphical representation of a DSL using
the Sirius project are presented and demonstrated by a lecturer afterwards.

A new viewpoint specification project is created for this reason and the defi-
nition of a visualization of one meta class as a simple graphical node is presented.
Sirius does not force the use of a specific language to write queries or expressions
to get access to the properties of the metamodel elements, which is necessary, for
example, to display the name of an object. Therefore, the essential structure and
usage of common used Acceleo Query Language (AQL) and Object Constraint
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Fig. 4: EMF tree view and property sheet for DSLs.

Language (OCL) are presented to solve this aspect. This is used to demonstrate
and implement conditional visualization styles. Additionally, import and use of
images is demonstrated. Other useful elements covered are bordered nodes and
container nodes to visualize containment relations. The definition of this kind of
elements is demonstrated subsequently.

The definition of a relationship between nodes is the final element for the
second seminar. There are two different kinds of edges: Element-Based Edge
and Relation-Based Edge. The created metamodel includes one reference (see
Figure 3) that is used to demonstrate the definition of a Relation-Based Edge.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: Sirius viewpoint specification (a) and the resulting model editor for the
created model (b) (see Figure 4).

Similarly to the first seminar, the students repeat the presented steps using
their own DSL. At the end of the second seminar date, the students are thus
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able to visualize models in a self-defined way, which could be created with the
simple tree editor defined during the first seminar date.

4.3 Creation of a Toolbox

The topic of the last seminar is the definition of different tools to create and edit
model elements. The steps to create a tool to create nodes are demonstrated
first. This includes the necessary steps to set values of attributes of a model
element. A tool to create connections between the defined nodes is the last step
of this seminar. The final editor is shown in Figure 5.

The students should enhance their editor during the rest of this seminar and
had the opportunity to ask questions and solve any remaining issues. The editor
and the documentation of seminar task had to be finalized as homework. The
results are presented in an additional appointment.

The remaining seminar is related to the other lecture parts on details of
object-oriented methods. In this part of the seminar, the students should model
a system using all structural and behavioral UML diagrams.

5 Results

The new course was taught to a smaller number of 14 students (3 information
technology sciences, 4 information technology engineering and 5 business infor-
mation science) for the first time.

The additional MDA content of the lecture includes 20 new slides. The new
seminar content consists of 30 new slides. The development environment for the
tool chain could be reused, using results of former scientific work [23, 24]. The
prepared practical example is a simplified one. Hence, it does not need much
effort to create it. In the result the effort that went into teaching preparation
and teaching itself was comparable to other practically oriented courses. The
created slides and the prepared examples can be reused easily in the future.

Charakter

nameR:REString
jedyklassenTypR:R
JediklasseR=R
JUENGLING
spracheN:NEString

FraktionsTyp

REBELLENALLIANZ
GALLAKTISCHESIMPER
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nameR:REString
typN:N
WaffenTypN=N
SCHUSSWAFFE

Planeten

nameR:REString
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PlanetenTypN=N
EIS

Ereignis

ortN:NEreignisOrtN
=NPLANET
typN:NEreignisTypN
=NSCHLACHT
nameR:REString

Raumschiff

nameR:REString
raumschiffN:N
RaumschiffsTypN
=NKORVETTE

RaumschiffsTyp

KORVETTE
FREGATTE
ZERSTOERER

WaffenTyp
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NAHKAMPFWAFFE
GESCHUETZ

Jediklasse

JUENGLING
PADERWAN
JEDIRITTER
JEDIMEISTER
SITH
KEINE

EreignisOrt

PLANET
WELTRAUM
RAUMSCHIFF

Fraktion

fraktionN:N
FraktionsTypN=N
REBELLENALLIANZ

PlanetenTyp

EIS
WUESTE
DSCHUNGEL
STADT
SUMPF
GAS

EreignisTyp

SCHLACHT
AUSBILDUNG
DUELL

Universum

Geschuetz

nameR:REString
typR:RWaffenTypR
=RSCHUSSWAFFE

Mensch NichtHumanoidDroide

[zDDu]Rplaneten

[zDD[]Rereignis

[zDD[]Rraumschiff

[zDDu]Rraumschiff

[zDDu]Rbesitzt

[1bb1]Nbeteiligte

[zDDu]Rcharakter

[zDDu]Rplaneten
[zDDu]Rereignis

[zDDu]Rfraktion

[zDDu]Rgeschuetz

[zDDu]Rmitglied

[zDD[]Rzugehoerig

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Metamodel of an example DSL(a) and the corresponding complete editor
including defined tool bars (b).
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5.1 Student Results

All students were able to define their own DSL and to generate an editor for
models based on a self-defined DSL. The students were very motivated and
interested during the whole semester, and the results were quite impressive.
Most of the students spent extra time to present complex and very good model
editors. The Figures 6 to 8 display sample results of the seminar.
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Befestigung
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Fortbewegungsmittel

nameF:FEString
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namew:wEString
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EBooleanF=Ftrue

SteuerArt
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Hebel
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Knopf
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nameF:FEString
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nameF:FEString
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namew:wEString

[]..I]wfortbewegungsmittel

[]..I]winformationseinrichtung

[]..I]wsicherheitseinrichtung

[]..I]wtuer

[1..*]Fsteuerbereich

[]..I]waufenthaltsmoeglichkeit

[]..I]wbefoerderungsbereich

[]..I]wfenster

[]..I]wfenster

[]..I]wsteuerelemt

[1..*]Fantrieb

[1..*]Fchassis

[]..I]wrad

[1..*]Fkraftuebertragung

[1..*]Fsteuerelemt

[]..I]wtuer

[]..I]wbremsen

[]..I]wtuer

[]..I]wfenster

[]..I]wperson

[]..1]wsitz

[1..1]Fchassis

[]..I]wfenster

[]..I]wfenster

[]..I]wsitz

[]..I]wsicherheitseinrichtung

[]..I]winformationseinrichtung

[]..I]wtragendeselement

[]..I]wsitz

[]..I]wsitz

[]..I]winformationseinrichtung

[]..I]wsicherheitseinrichtung

Fig. 7: A slightly more complex metamodel for a vehicle DSL.

Figure 6 shows a created model editor for a Star Wars university. It shows the
model and the developed tools to create the different model elements. In addition
to drawing different model elements, it is possible to set different properties and
references to other model elements as it is specified in the defined metamodel
using the standard EMF editor. This editor is displayed at the lower end of
Figure 6b. The corresponding metamodel for this DSL is visualized in Figure 6a.

As another example, Figure 7 shows a metamodel for a vehicle DSL and some
examples of developed models based on this DSL (see Figure 8). It is possible
to define all vehicles using the defined DSL. In Figure 8b the students create a
bicycle where Peter is assigned as engine of the bicycle.
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Auto

Chassis

12VMot
or

Kofferraum

(a)

Fahrrad

Draufsicht

Peter

Peter

(b)
Zug

Wagon2

Warentransportbereich

Wagon3

Bussniess1

Burniess2

1.kKlasse

Triebwagen

AbteilkA

ZugführerkBob Peter Angela Person

Person Person

Person Person Person

Person

Gepaeckbereich

Hauptmoto
r

(c)

Fig. 8: Some examples of developed models based on a vehicle DSL (see Figure 7).
(a): a car model, (b): a bicycle model, and (c): a model of a train.

5.2 Evaluation

In order to verify the success of this course, it was evaluated by the Central
Institute of Education of TU Ilmenau based on their regular evaluation scheme.
In this section, an excerpt of the results of this evaluation is presented. The
results are based on a survey of 12 participants of this course that returned their
evaluation sheets.

The required time for preparation and follow-up processing for the whole
course is displayed in Figure 9. The mean value of 3.8 hours per week, not
including lecture and seminar dates, is just a proper value, regarding 5 credit
points for this course, especially considering the significant amount of practical
seminar tasks. Some students spend some more time and energy to achieve these
terrific results (see Figure 8).

The results of the seminar-specific questions are shown in Figure 10. It shows
that the seminar is seen as being useful to understand the complex content that

h
o

u
rs

p
e

r 
w

e
e

k

n=12
mw=3,8
s=3

1 8.3%

2 33.3%

3 25%

4 16.7%

10 16.7%

Fig. 9: Required time for preparation and follow-up processing for the whole
course. Estimated by the course participants at the end of the semester. (n:
number of persons, mw: mean value, s: standard deviation)
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C.1.9The9seminar9has9helped9me9to9understand9
teaching9content9.

fully9applies does9not9apply9
at9all

n=12 mw=1,4 md=1,0 s=0,5
n=393 mw=1,9 md=2,0 s=0,9
n=2233 mw=2,0 md=2,0 s=0,9

C.2.9The9relation9To9the9lecture9is9
distinguishable.

fully9applies does9not9apply9
at9all

n=12 mw=1,2 md=1,0 s=0,4
n=399 mw=1,6 md=1,0 s=0,7
n=2252 mw=1,7 md=2,0 s=0,9

C.3.9The9content9of9the9seminar9is9
synchronized9to9the9lecture.

fully9applies does9not9apply9
at9all

n=12 mw=1,2 md=1,0 s=0,6
n=395 mw=1,7 md=1,0 s=0,8
n=2210 mw=1,8 md=2,0 s=0,9

C.4.9There9is9a9time9synchronization9
between9seminar9and9lecture.

fully9applies does9not9apply9
at9all

n=12 mw=1,3 md=1,0 s=0,7
n=391 mw=2,0 md=2,0 s=1,0
n=2190 mw=2,0 md=2,0 s=0,9

C.5.9The9prepared9worksheets9are9useful. fully9applies does9not9apply9
at9all

n=8 mw=1,6 md=1,5 s=0,7
n=313 mw=1,9 md=2,0 s=0,9
n=1725 mw=2,0 md=2,0 s=0,9

C.6.9The9difficulty9of9the9seminar9is9aligned9to9
the9lecture.

fully9applies does9not9apply9
at9all

n=12 mw=1,9 md=2,0 s=0,5
n=380 mw=1,8 md=2,0 s=0,8
n=2157 mw=2,0 md=2,0 s=0,9

OOM - Seminar Department of Computer Science and Automation TU-Ilmenau

Fig. 10: Detailed evaluation results of the seminar-specific questions. (n: number
of persons, mw: mean walue, md: median, s: standard deviation)

was briefly outlined in Section 2.1. The quality of the seminar workflow and
the prepared slides and examples were also positively evaluated. These values
are (with statistical significance) better than the average results for the whole
university and also of the Department of Computer Science and Automation.
Even though the topic is quite complex, the difficulty of the seminar was not
rated higher than other courses at our university.

The overall grading of the course and the seminar is shown in Figure 11. The
course is deemed similar to the average of all other courses of the university. The
seminar, however, is graded slightly better than the average of the other courses,
despite the higher work load caused by the corresponding tasks.

The students followed lecture and seminar very attentively, showing interest
and curiosity. They took a lot of pleasure in practicing the presented MDA
workflow, which became apparent through the very good results of the seminar
presented in this section. As a result, we observed an increasing demand for
MDA-related topics for student projects and final theses.

n=12 mw=2,1 md=2,0 s=0,5
n=481
n=2792

mw=1,9
mw=2,0

md=2,0
md=2,0

s=0,6
s=0,7

(a)

n=12 mw=1,8 md=2,0 s=0,7
n=395 mw=2,0 md=2,0 s=0,7
n=2250 mw=2,0 md=2,0 s=0,8

(b)

Fig. 11: Overall grading of the course (a) and the seminar (b). (course evaluation
results of: red - the seminar, blue - department, green - university, n: number of
persons, mw: mean value, md: median, s: standard deviation)
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6 Conclusion

This paper presented an experience report of using the MDA approach as part
of an object-oriented modeling class. The structure of the course, lecture and
student project as well as the used tool chain have been presented together with
results of student performance and evaluations. The course was rated to be very
successful with excellent results of the students and the very positive evaluation
responses. In conclusion we can say that the model-driven approach can be
taught effectively to computer science students based on the recently developed
meta case tools and tool chains. The increased demand for MDA-related topics
for student projects and Master thesis encouraged us to expand the topic course
into an upcoming complete MDA course.
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